Case Study

Enable ML Models
for Solar Generation Prediction for US-based
Electric Major

Client
The client is a Fortune 1000 public utility based in the US. It is primarily into a function of
energy distribution to customers.

Challenges
Lack of ability to manage the vast amount of data across different business functions.
Incapability to scale the current data platform having redundant technologies.
Inability to churn new business use cases across the current data platform to improve
customer experience.
Automation of ML deployment process to reduce time-to-market.

LTI Solutions
Enable ML models for solar generation prediction and disaggregation from the actual load. The
key activities included:
Developing end state architecture and automated dataflow to ingest data streaming data
using snowflake.
Designing and deployment of PV disaggregation to predict solar generation and
disaggregate from actual load.
Remapping of incorrect meters to calculate correct load at transformer level.
Enabling automation in ML model deployment process on AWS using AWS Sage maker.
Creating framework for logging, error-handling, testing, data drift and monitoring on ML
assets.
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LTI (NSE: LTI) is a global technology consulting and digital solutions Company helping more than 460 clients succeed
in a converging world. With operations in 33 countries, we go the extra mile for our clients and accelerate their digital
transformation with LTI’s Mosaic platform enabling their mobile, social, analytics, IoT and cloud journeys. Founded in 1997
as a subsidiary of Larsen & Toubro Limited, our unique heritage gives us unrivalled real-world expertise to solve the most
complex challenges of enterprises across all industries. Each day, our team of more than 40,000 LTItes enable our clients to
improve the effectiveness of their business and technology operations and deliver value to their customers, employees and
shareholders. Find more at http://www.Lntinfotech.com or follow us at @LTI_Global.
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